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Summary
Sequestration of Plasmodium falciparum-infected
erythrocytes in the placenta is responsible for many
of the harmful effects of malaria during pregnancy.
Sequestration occurs as a result of parasite adhesion
molecules expressed on the surface of infected erythrocytes binding to host receptors in the placenta such
as chondroitin sulphate A (CSA). Identification of the
parasite ligand(s) responsible for placental adhesion
could lead to the development of a vaccine to induce
antibodies to prevent placental sequestration. Such
a vaccine would reduce the maternal anaemia and
infant deaths that are associated with malaria in pregnancy. Current research indicates that the parasite
ligands mediating placental adhesion may be
members of the P. falciparum variant surface antigen
family PfEMP1, encoded by var genes. Two relatively
well-conserved subfamilies of var genes have been
implicated in placental adhesion, however, their role
remains controversial. This review examines the
evidence for and against the involvement of var genes
in placental adhesion, and considers whether the
most appropriate vaccine candidates have yet been
identified.
Introduction
In the late 1990s it was discovered that pregnant women
in malaria-endemic countries develop antibodies against
conserved epitopes of malaria parasites causing placental
infection (Fried et al., 1998; Ricke et al., 2000). This find-
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ing caused great excitement among researchers as it
suggested that developing a vaccine to mimic this naturally acquired immunity might be relatively straightforward.
Such a vaccine could prevent the 75 000–200 000 infant
deaths that are estimated to occur annually because of
malaria in pregnancy (Steketee et al., 2001). The race
was on to identify the parasite molecules that facilitate
Plasmodium falciparum infection of the placenta and are
the targets of protective immunity. This review summarizes
the progress that has been made over the past 5 years
towards identifying vaccine candidates to prevent malaria
in pregnancy, and focuses on the controversial findings
implicating some members of the P. falciparum var gene
family in placental infection.
Mechanisms of placental infection
Adults in malaria-endemic countries are usually immune
to clinical malaria, having acquired immunity during
repeated infections in childhood. During pregnancy, however, women become particularly susceptible to P. falciparum infection and this has adverse effects on both
mother and unborn child, causing maternal anaemia and
low birthweight babies (Brabin, 1983; McGregor et al.,
1983). The increased incidence of low birthweight associated with malaria in pregnancy is a leading cause of
death, because low birthweight infants are vulnerable to
many life-threatening ailments (McCormick, 1985). The
reasons why women are particularly susceptible to
malaria during pregnancy have been debated for many
years, and it was initially suggested that pregnancyrelated immunosuppression could be responsible
(Menendez, 1995). However, current thinking has shifted
towards explanations based on the placenta providing a
unique environment for a subpopulation of malaria parasites that adhere to placental receptors such as chondroitin sulphate A (CSA) (Fried and Duffy, 1996) and
hyaluronic acid (Beeson et al., 2000). This adhesion
causes the sequestration of mature infected erythrocytes
in the placental blood spaces, which allows these parasites to grow and multiply while avoiding the host’s spleenmediated killing mechanisms. For the host, sequestration
of infected erythrocytes in the placenta is damaging as it
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leads to inflammatory responses (Suguitan et al., 2003)
and deposition of fibrinoid material (Walter et al., 1982).
This may reduce placental blood flow (Dorman et al.,
2002) causing impaired fetal growth with subsequent low
birthweight and prematurity (Menendez et al., 2000). The
binding of infected erythrocytes to CSA and other placental receptors is therefore the basic pathological mechanism primarily responsible for malaria-induced low
birthweight.
The importance of placental sequestration was emphasized by the discovery that during pregnancy, malariainfected women develop antibodies that inhibit binding of
infected erythrocytes to CSA, and such antibodies are
associated with protection against placental infection and
low birthweight in subsequent pregnancies (Fried et al.,
1998; Ricke et al., 2000; O’Neil-Dunne et al., 2001; Staalsoe et al., 2001; Duffy and Fried, 2003a). These protective antibodies are thought to recognize conserved
parasite antigens because studies from malaria-endemic
areas showed that sera from Asian women who had
experienced multiple pregnancies prevented African placentally derived parasites from binding to CSA and vice
versa (Fried et al., 1998). The implications of this finding
were that identification of the parasite ligand(s) that mediates CSA-binding and is the target of adhesion-blocking
antibodies could lead to the development of a globally
useful vaccine to prevent malaria in pregnancy. It must be
stressed that placental sequestration may be mediated
via other host receptors, therefore other (non- CSA-binding) parasite ligands may be additional targets of this
protective antibody response. This review will mainly discuss parasite interactions with host CSA, as this has

been the focus of most of the recent research on placental sequestration.
The P. falciparum var gene family
During malaria infections of non-pregnant humans, adhesion of infected erythrocytes to host cells such as endothelium and uninfected erythrocytes is mediated by
members of the variant surface antigen family P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein one (PfEMP1),
encoded by var genes (Baruch et al., 1997; Rowe et al.,
1997). PfEMP1 molecules are composed of tandemly
arranged cysteine-rich regions (Fig. 1A) known as DBL
domains (Duffy Binding-Like; so called because the first
such domain was described in the P. vivax Duffy Binding
Protein). Each DBL domain is approximately 300 amino
acids long, contains 12–18 cysteines and a number of
other conserved hydrophobic residues (Su et al., 1995).
DBL domains also contain several short conserved motifs
(10–20 amino acids) interspersed by regions that are
highly variable in sequence. The DBL domains are numbered consecutively from the N-terminus, and have been
classified into five types (alpha to epsilon) on the basis of
their amino acid sequence (Smith et al., 2000b), plus a
sixth heterogeneous group, DBLX (Gardner et al., 2002).
Most PfEMP1 variants have a DBL1a domain at the Nterminus, followed by the Cysteine-rich interdomain region
(CIDR), a degenerate form of DBL domain (Su et al.,
1995; Gardner et al., 2002). The remaining DBL domains
in different PfEMP1 variants vary in total number and in
the order of the domain types. All variants have one transmembrane region (TM) and a well-conserved intracellular
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DBL1a CIDR1 DBL2b DBL3g DBL4d DBL5e CIDR2 TM ATS

B
Parasite:

~59 var genes
contain DBLa

var2CSA gene
has no DBLa

3D7 IT/FCR3 Other
Majority of var genes, highly polymorphic
within and between genomes:
var gene, completely sequenced
var gene, partially sequenced or
no sequence available

Fig. 1. Plasmodium falciparum var gene structure and repertoires.
A. Schematic diagram of a typical P. falciparum
var gene. DBL, Duffy Binding-Like domain;
CIDR, cysteine-rich interdomain region; TM,
transmembrane region; ATS, acidic terminal
segment.
B. Different P. falciparum lines have distinct var
gene repertoires with little overlap, except for a
small number of well-conserved var gene subfamilies. The var gene repertoire is represented
as a pile of stacked boxes. The full sequence
of all var genes is only known for the 3D7 parasite clone (and its parental line NF54).

var gene sub-families, highly conserved
within and between genomes:
‘type 3’, 3 copies in 3D7 genome
var1CSA, 1 pseudogene copy in 3D7
var2CSA, 1 gene + 1 pseudogene in 3D7
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domain (the acidic terminal segment, ATS, Fig. 1A).
DBL1a is the most well-conserved extracellular domain
(Smith et al., 2000b; Taylor et al., 2000a), although alignment of DBL1a from 19 different PfEMP1 variants from
GenBank shows only 36–52% amino acid identity (Rowe
et al., 2002).
Every P. falciparum isolate/line/clone1 has a repertoire
of approximately 50–60 var genes (Fig. 1B). Only one
PfEMP1 variant is thought to be expressed at the surface
of an infected erythrocyte (Chen et al., 1998), and switching of expression from one variant to another brings about
antigenic variation in malaria (Smith et al., 1995). It was
originally thought that there was little overlap between the
var gene repertoires of different parasite lines (Su et al.,
1995; Freitas-Junior et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2000a),
although recombinatorial shuffling may have generated
short blocks of homologous sequence in var genes from
different isolates (Ward et al., 1999). Recently, however, a
small number of var genes that are well-conserved
throughout their entire length have been identified in
diverse parasite isolates (Fig. 1B, Rowe et al., 2002; Salanti et al., 2002; Winter et al., 2003). These wellconserved var gene subfamilies will be described in more
detail below.
Research into the role of PfEMP1 in malaria pathogenesis in non-placental infections has identified some of the
var gene family members and PfEMP1 domains responsible for adhesion to host receptors such as CD36 (Baruch
et al., 1997), erythrocyte CR1 (rosetting) (Rowe et al.,
1997) and ICAM-1 (Smith et al., 2000a). In these examples, the var/PfEMP1 responsible for adhesion was identified from the total var gene repertoire because
transcription of the variant responsible for adhesion was
upregulated in parasites selected for the ability to bind to
the receptor under study (Fig. 2). In addition, heterologous expression studies were used to show specific binding of PfEMP1 domains to the host receptor (Rowe et al.,
1997; Smith et al., 2000a). For a more detailed review of
var gene/PfEMP1 structure and function in non-placental
malaria see Smith et al., 2001.
Identification of the parasite CSA-binding ligand(s)
Given the known role of PfEMP1 in adhesion to host
receptors, it seemed possible that adhesion of placentally
derived parasites to CSA would also be attributed to
PfEMP1. In 1999, two groups identified PfEMP1 variants
implicated in CSA-binding, encoded by the genes
FCR3varCSA (Buffet et al., 1999) and CS2var (Reeder

1

The nomenclature used in this review for P. falciparum parasites is
as follows: an isolate is a population of parasites derived from a
patient; a line is an isolate that has been adapted to grow in vitro; a
clone is derived from a single cell.
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Fig. 2. Transcription of a specific var gene is upregulated in a P.
falciparum clone selected for binding to a particular host receptor. The
entire var gene repertoire of approximately 50–60 var genes from the
IT/FCR3 parasite line is represented as stacked boxes. Unselected
parasites tend to express a variety of different var genes. In a parasite
clone derived from IT/FCR3 selected for high levels of rosetting (R29),
the transcription of the R29R + var1 gene is upregulated in comparison to isogenic non-rosetting parasites (Rowe et al., 1997). Similarly,
a parasite clone selected for high levels of ICAM-1 binding upregulates a different var gene, A4tresvar(Smith et al., 2000a). Heterologous expression studies showed that the PfEMP1 variant encoded
by R29R + var1 binds RBC, while that encoded by A4tresvar binds
ICAM-1 (Rowe et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2000a). This pattern of
upregulation of a single specific var gene in a parasite clone selected
for adhesion to a particular receptor has been widely demonstrated,
although the transcriptional control mechanisms responsible for regulation of var gene expression are not well understood. In contrast,
at least one var gene, FCR3varCSA, has many unusual features. It
is well-conserved and widely transcribed among different parasite
isolates/lines and its transcription is not associated with a particular
adhesion phenotype (Kyes et al., 2003).

et al., 1999) (Fig. 3). These PfEMP1 variants were identified using degenerate primers to examine the var genes
transcribed in the parasite lines FCR3CSA and CS2,
which were selected for high CSA-binding in vitro by panning. The FCR3varCSA and CS2var genes appeared to
be the predominantly transcribed var genes in each CSAselected parasite line, although subsequent work has cast
doubt upon this (see below). In both cases the domain of
PfEMP1 shown to mediate specific binding to CSA in vitro
was a DBLg type domain (Buffet et al., 1999; Reeder
et al., 1999) (Fig. 3). However, it was surprising, given the
serological evidence for conserved epitopes in the parasite CSA-binding ligand, that there was no obvious
sequence homology between the two CSA-binding DBLg
domains. This cast doubt in the minds of some investigators, who questioned whether PfEMP1 could be the true
CSA-binding ligand. In particular, given the known
extreme diversity of the PfEMP1 family, how could identification of PfEMP1 as the CSA ligand explain the conserved epitopes indicated by sero-epidemiological data?
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing the extracellular domains of three P. falciparum var
genes that have been implicated in CSA-binding. The CSA-binding regions demonstrated by
heterologous expression and in vitro adhesion
assays (Buffet et al., 1999; Reeder et al., 2000)
are shown as purple blocks.
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by many to be the front-runner as a vaccine candidate.
This view was supported by the finding that almost all
genetically distinct parasite isolates from around the world
have a well-conserved FCR3varCSA-like gene (Rowe
et al., 2002; Salanti et al., 2002; Winter et al., 2003). This
subfamily of FCR3varCSA-like genes has now been
called var1CSA. The occurrence of a well-conserved var
gene subfamily was unexpected, as up until this time, var
genes were thought to be extremely diverse both within
and between different parasite isolates (Su et al., 1995;
Ward et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2000b). It therefore
seemed that the conundrum of how the conserved CSAbinding ligand could be a member of the highly variable
PfEMP1 family was resolved – var genes/PfEMP1 variants are not always as variable as first thought.
Further crucial support for var1CSA as a vaccine candidate came from work suggesting that antibodies raised
to the DBL3g domain of var1CSA from the IT/FCR3 parasite line are ‘pan-reactive’ and recognize the surface of
infected erythrocytes of a wide range of different CSAbinding parasite lines (Lekana Douki et al., 2002; Costa

Could other, more conserved parasite antigens be
responsible for the CSA-binding phenotype? Research
over the past few years has provided partial answers to
these questions, however, definitive proof of the identity
of the placental parasite CSA-binding ligand remains elusive. Table 1 indicates criteria that we would expect to be
fulfilled by any putative ligand, and the relative merits of
the current candidate CSA-binding ligands are shown in
Table 1 and discussed below. It is of note that the ability
of a heterologously expressed parasite protein to bind
CSA in in vitro assays has not proved to be sufficient to
unequivocally identify the CSA-binding ligand that is functional in vivo in the infected placenta.
Candidate CSA-binding ligands – the
var1CSA subfamily
Evidence for: The first var gene implicated in placental
adhesion, FCR3varCSA (Buffet et al., 1999), has been
the most intensively studied. The DBL3g domain of
FCR3varCSA, which binds to CSA (Fig. 3), is considered
Table 1. Criteria for identification of the P. falciparum CSA-binding ligand.

Candidates
Criterion

Var1CSA (e.g. FCR3varCSA)

CS2var

Var2CSA

1. The gene should be transcribed and/or upregulated in CSA-binding
parasites compared to non-CSA-binding parasites.
2. The gene should be transcribed and/or upregulated in placental
isolates compared to peripheral blood isolates from children.
3. The protein should be present on the surface of CSA-binding
infected erythrocytes and placentally derived parasites.
4. The protein should bind to CSA.
5. Antibodies raised to the protein should block CSA-binding.
6. Parasite CSA-binding should be lost when the gene is knocked out.a
7. The protein should be recognized by sera from multigravid
women from malarious countries with natural immunity to malaria
in pregnancy and not recognized by adult males and children
(i.e. gender-specific recognition).
8. Sera from multigravid women from malarious countries should show
enhanced recognition of the protein compared to sera from primigravid
women (i.e. gravidity-dependent recognition).
9. The protein, or epitopes within it, should be conserved among
parasite isolates from different parts of the world.

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

ND

ND

ND

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
ND
ND

ND
ND
ND
ND

No

ND

ND

Yes

No

Yes

a. This would not apply if there is more than one CSA-binding protein per parasite (see text).
ND, not determined.
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et al., 2003). It therefore appeared that the PfEMP1 variant encoded by var1CSA has one of the crucial attributes
of a potential vaccine, the ability to elicit antibodies that
can recognize many (all?) CSA-binding P. falciparum isolates. It has not yet been shown whether the antibodies
induced by var1CSA immunization actually block CSAbinding in multiple parasite isolates. It is also unclear
whether adhesion-blocking activity is necessary for functional immunity, as it is possible that the binding of antibodies to the infected erythrocyte surface could lead to
parasite clearance by mechanisms such as phagocytosis
or complement activation.
Evidence against: Unfortunately, not all studies have
reached encouraging conclusions regarding the identity of
var1CSA as the parasite ligand mediating placental adhesion. It quickly became apparent that although var1CSA
occurs in almost all parasite isolates, the gene is either
only rarely transcribed in parasites derived from placental
infections (Rowe et al., 2002), or is transcribed equally in
parasites from placental infections and infections of children (Fried and Duffy, 2002; Winter et al., 2003). Closer
examination of var1CSA in laboratory parasite lines
showed that transcription of the gene does not correlate
with CSA-binding phenotype, a finding demonstrated by
three independent groups using a range of different parasite lines (Kyes et al., 2003; Salanti et al., 2003; M. Duffy,
T.J. Byrne, S.J. Rogerson, J.G. Beeson, and G.V. Brown,
submitted). In other words, many non-CSA binding parasites transcribe the var1CSA gene, and transcription is not
increased when parasites are selected for CSA-binding
(Fig. 2). In fact, CSA-selected parasites were found to
transcribe a different var gene that could be responsible
for their adhesive properties (see below). The var1CSA
genes are transcribed at the mature trophozoite stage of
parasite development (approximately 20–36 h after erythrocyte invasion) (Kyes et al., 2003), unlike other var genes
in which the full-length mRNA is transcribed predominantly at ring-stage (3–18 h post invasion) (Kyes et al.,
2000). The transcription of var1CSA by mature trophozoites may explain why this gene was identified by Buffet
et al. (1999), who used mature trophozoites to study the
var genes transcribed in a CSA-selected parasite clone.
Why the var1CSA genes are widely transcribed and show
different timing of transcription compared to other var
genes are important questions that remain to be
answered.
Doubts have also been raised about the finding that
immunization with recombinant DBLg from var1CSA
induces ‘pan-reactive’ antibodies that recognize the surface of infected erythrocytes from a wide range of CSAbinding parasite isolates (Lekana Douki et al., 2002;
Costa et al., 2003). Flick et al. showed that placental
parasites bind non-immune IgG and IgM (natural antibodies) from normal human serum (Flick et al., 2001),
© 2004 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 53, 1011–1019
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and it was later shown that CSA-selected parasites bind
both mouse and human IgM non-specifically (Creasey
et al., 2003). Many of the pan-reactive reagents raised to
var1CSA were mouse monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) of
the IgM class, therefore it is possible that the pan-reactive epitopes described by Lekana Douki et al. (2002)
are merely the result of mouse mAbs binding non-specifically to CSA-selected parasites. More recent work suggests that some mouse IgG mAbs and polyclonal sera
raised in monkeys to the var1CSA DBLg domain also
recognize the surface of many different CSA-selected
parasite lines (Costa et al., 2003). It is difficult to interpret these experiments given the suggestion that placental parasites may bind IgG non-specifically (Flick et al.,
2001), although this finding was not confirmed by
another group (Creasey et al., 2003). The extent to
which CSA-selected parasites can bind different antibody classes from different species requires further clarification. Most importantly, any non-specific interactions
must be considered when interpreting the results of
experiments using specific antibodies raised to individual
CSA-binding ligands. This would be made easier if studies always reported the results of appropriate negative
controls, such as preimmune sera, isotype controls and
secondary antibody-only controls.
A further piece of evidence that does not support a role
for var1CSA in placental adhesion is that recombinant
proteins encoded by var1CSA are not specifically recognized by sera from multigravid women from malarious
regions (Jensen et al., 2003). Multigravid women who
have been exposed to malaria during previous pregnancies are immune to the most severe effects of placental
infection and their sera recognize antigens on the surface
of CSA-binding parasite lines (Ricke et al., 2000; Staalsoe
et al., 2001). These antigens are not recognized by sera
from men or children from the same region, and it has
been suggested that this ‘gender-specific recognition’
should be the gold standard in identification of the CSAbinding ligand (Staalsoe et al., 2002). The lack of genderspecific recognition of var1CSA argues against its involvement in placental malaria, although only the N-terminal
domains and not the CSA-binding DBLg domain of
var1CSA was tested (Jensen et al., 2003). An alternative
explanation for the lack of gender-specific recognition of
the var1CSA recombinant proteins could be that the bacterially expressed proteins did not have the correct conformation. Given the large number of cysteine residues in
DBL domains this explanation is certainly plausible.
Knock-out studies have the potential to provide important information on gene function, and a knock-out of the
var1CSA gene from the IT/FCR3 parasite has been performed (Andrews et al., 2003). It was found that var1CSA
knock-out parasites could still be selected for CSA-binding, implying either that var1CSA is not the CSA-binding
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ligand, or that IT/FCR3 parasites have more than one
CSA-binding ligand. The latter explanation is certainly
possible, as in other parasite adhesion phenotypes, such
as rosetting, there can be at least four distinct rosettemediating variants within the var gene repertoire of a
single parasite genotype (J.A. Rowe, unpubl. data). The
knock-out experiment therefore neither supports nor
refutes a role for var1CSA in parasite CSA-binding. Obviously it would be of interest to know which var genes are
transcribed by the CSA-binding var1CSA knock-out parasites, but this has not yet been reported.
One important piece of data that is missing from all
studies to date on var1CSA is confirmation that the
PfEMP1 variant encoded by var1CSA is on the surface of
infected erythrocytes. It remains possible that var1CSA is
the parasite CSA-binding ligand, and that although both
CSA-binding and non-CSA-binding parasites transcribe
the gene, they differ in surface expression of the mature
protein. Resolving the question of where the PfEMP1
variant encoded by var1CSA is localized is important in
evaluating the role of this molecule as a vaccine candidate.
In summary, although the DBLg domain of var1CSA
binds to CSA in in vitro assays, and antibodies raised to
it inhibit CSA-binding, the transcription patterns of the
gene do not fit with what would be expected of a placental
parasite adhesion ligand. In addition, there is considerable
uncertainty in interpretation of existing data obtained
using antibodies raised to var1CSA because of possible
non-specific effects. The role of the var1CSA subfamily in
CSA-binding and placental malaria therefore remains
open to question, and it would seem premature to conclude that var1CSA should be developed as a vaccine to
prevent malaria in pregnancy. Future studies to clarify the
specificity of antibodies raised to var1CSA and to determine the localization of the var1CSA PfEMP1 protein
would help to resolve some of the current uncertainty.
Candidate CSA-binding ligands – CS2var
Evidence for: The second putative CSA-binding ligand is
the PfEMP1 variant encoded by the CS2var gene (Reeder
et al., 1999) (Fig. 3). This gene was first identified as
being transcribed in a parasite clone selected for CSAbinding (CS2) (Reeder et al., 1999), and has received
relatively little attention compared to var1CSA. Both the
CIDR1 and DBL2g domains of the PfEMP1 variant
encoded by CS2var bind to CSA (and other glycosaminoglycans)(Reeder et al., 2000), while antibodies raised
to the DBL2g domain showed specific inhibition of CS2
parasite binding to CSA (Reeder et al., 1999).
Evidence against: The CS2var gene does not appear
to be well-conserved among different isolates (Rowe
et al., 2002), and its transcription is not upregulated in
CSA-selected parasite lines (M. Duffy, T.J. Byrne, S.J.

Rogerson, J.G. Beeson, and G.V. Brown, submitted).
Indeed, the parasite clone in which CS2var was identified,
has now been shown to upregulate a different var gene
following CSA-selection (see below, M. Duffy, T.J. Byrne,
S.J. Rogerson, J.G. Beeson, and G.V. Brown, submitted),
and it seems possible that the adhesion blocking activity
of antibodies raised against the CS2var was caused by
fortuitous cross-reactivity. It therefore seems unlikely that
the CS2var is directly involved in placental adhesion and
unlikely that this variant will be a component of a vaccine
to prevent malaria in pregnancy.
Candidate CSA-binding ligands – the
var2CSA subfamily
Evidence for: A second well-conserved var gene subfamily that fulfils some of the predicted criteria for the CSAbinding ligand has been identified, known as var2CSA
(Salanti et al., 2003) (Fig. 3; Table 1). This gene was
missed in initial screens for the var genes transcribed by
CSA-binding parasites because it does not contain a
DBLa domain used to design ‘universal’ primers to detect
var gene expression (Taylor et al., 2000b). Instead, members of the var2CSA family consist of three DBL domains
that do not fit into any of the currently recognized domain
types (DBLX) and three DBLe domains (Fig. 3). The
var2CSA gene is well-conserved among different parasite
isolates and its transcription is upregulated following CSAselection (Salanti et al., 2003). This was shown using
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
with primer pairs to all of the var genes in the genome of
the parasite clone NF54 and the CSA-selected line
NF54CSA (Salanti et al., 2003). A second group has independently confirmed this finding, using other non-selected
and CSA-selected parasite lines (M. Duffy, T.J. Byrne, S.J.
Rogerson, J.G. Beeson, and G.V. Brown, submitted). It
has also been shown that transcription of var2CSA is
upregulated in placental isolates compared to peripheral
blood isolates from children, although only five isolates
were studied (Salanti et al., 2003). Therefore unlike
var1CSA and CS2var, the transcription of var2CSA is
consistent with the pattern that would be expected for a
placental parasite CSA-binding ligand.
Evidence against: To date there is no convincing
experimental evidence against the role of var2CSA in
placental adhesion, however, many crucial experiments
remain to be performed (Table 1). It has not yet been
demonstrated that the var2CSA encodes a protein that is
present on the surface of infected cells, nor that the
var2CSA PfEMP1 mediates CSA-binding. It has not yet
been shown that antibodies to var2CSA inhibit CSA-binding nor that the var2CSA protein is recognized in a gender-specific, parity-dependent manner. Clearly more work
needs to be done before it is known whether the PfEMP1
© 2004 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 53, 1011–1019
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variant encoded by var2CSA is the parasite CSA-binding
ligand responsible for placental adhesion.
Identifying proteins on the surface of infected
erythrocytes
For both var1CSA and var2CSA, demonstrating the presence of the PfEMP1 variants that they encode on the
surface of infected erythrocytes derived from infected placentas and CSA-binding laboratory parasites would be a
major step in promoting further development towards a
vaccine. How can such experimental evidence be
obtained? Antibodies are not useful because of the potential for confusing cross-reactions described above. A
recent study has attempted to carry out mass spectrometric analysis of the PfEMP1 proteins on the surface of
placental infected erythrocytes (Fried et al., 2004). It was
found that the PfEMP1 variants encoded by var1CSA and
var2CSA were not detected on the surface of placental
infected erythrocytes, but four other PfEMP1 variants
were found. Further work is needed to characterize the
four novel PfEMP1 variants and determine whether they
play a role in placental sequestration. Proteomics techniques clearly show great promise, however, the detection
of low abundance surface proteins remains a challenge,
and the possibility that some PfEMP1 variants were
missed because of sensitivity limitations cannot be
excluded.
How many different CSA-binding ligands are there?
It is possible that other PfEMP1 variants will be implicated
in CSA-binding or that other parasite molecules that bind
to CSA will be identified. Even if CSA-binding is entirely
attributed to PfEMP1, on the basis of current data it is
uncertain how many different PfEMP1 variants need to be
recognized by the host’s immune system before an
immune response that prevents placental infection develops. Epidemiological evidence suggests that women in
low to moderate malaria transmission areas may need to
experience at least three or four pregnancies before developing immunity that prevents malaria-associated low
birthweight (Nosten et al., 1991; Shulman et al., 2001).
This may suggest that several infections and exposure to
several different PfEMP1 variants and/or other parasite
molecules are required before functional immunity
develops.
The role of other receptor–ligand interactions in
placental sequestration?
Although CSA and the parasite CSA-binding ligand(s) are
of major importance in placental sequestration, a role for
other placental receptors and parasite ligands cannot be
excluded. Indeed, it has been shown that although many
© 2004 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 53, 1011–1019
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parasite isolates derived from placental infections bind to
CSA (Fried and Duffy, 1996), some do not (Beeson et al.,
1999). Another glycosaminoglycan molecule, hyaluronic
acid (HA) has been implicated in placental binding (Beeson et al., 2000; Beeson and Brown, 2004). The parasite
ligand mediating binding to HA has not yet been identified. Placental sequestration via Fcg receptors has also
been suggested (Flick et al., 2001), although Fcg receptors are not thought to be accessible to infected erythrocytes in the placental blood spaces (Duffy and Fried,
2003b). IgM natural antibodies bind to CSA-selected parasite clones, therefore it is possible that interaction
between infected erythrocytes and Fcm receptors, if
expressed in the placenta, could enhance placental
sequestration (Creasey et al., 2003). Further receptors
may remain to be identified. This is an important area of
research that should not be neglected, because if other
receptors are important in bringing about placental
sequestration, using a vaccine to raise antibodies to block
CSA-binding may be insufficient to prevent placental
malaria infection.

Conclusions
Substantial progress has been made in understanding
how infected erythrocytes bind to CSA in the placenta,
however, the parasite CSA-binding ligand has not yet
been identified unequivocally. The identification and pursuit of var1CSA as a vaccine candidate may yet prove to
be a false start in the race for a vaccine against malaria
in pregnancy. The var2CSA gene is a promising candidate, but much work still needs to be done to clarify its
role. Above all, the temptation to base a vaccine on results
from a small number of laboratory parasite strains should
be avoided, and greater emphasis should be put on
examining the expression of adhesion ligands in Plasmodium falciparum isolates derived directly from placental
infections.
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